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Dear Reader,

I am delighted to introduce the CREMIEUX Preppy Club Magazine for Fall / Winter 2016.  
This magazine has been created to introduce our newest collections to you.

CREMIEUX is about our products, fabrics, details and fit, but also about the traceability of products. 

Through the information you will find about this season, 
you will truly be able to understand the origin and history of our menswear products.

I hope you enjoy,
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Jacket: Tartan Freetime Jacket
Shirt: Marbella Soft Spread Collar
Pants: Boat Pant

Jacket: Hopsack Freetime Jacket
Shirt: Tailleur Super Spread Collar

Pants:  Boat Pant
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Begin by choosing your fabric from our  
finest selection of over 1,200 fabrics

Choose from our selection of over 120 
collars for your custom shirt

Match your fabric with the perfect button. 
Higher and lower end buttons available.

French Cuff or no cuff? You decide.
Select from over 50 different styles.

Select your initials and have them embroidered 
in any color anywhere on your shirt.

CUSTOM MADE SHIRTS

WHAT  
TO CUSTOMIZE

CUSTOMIZABLE 
OPTIONS

MADE TO  
YOUR LIKING

EXCLUSIVE
DANIEL CREMIEUX

Fabric

Collar

Buttons

Cuffs

Monogram MG

The top quality of Reda® fabrics is the  
result of a meticulous production process  
and an inexhaustible endeavor for quality.  

Reda is an Italian mill located in  
Valle Mosso near Biella. It has been owned  

by the same family for 150 years.
The fabric used for this blazer is  

100% Wool Super 110’s Natural Stretch.

The blazer is tailored and  
manufactured in Porto, Portugal.

The finished blazer is then checked  
scrupulously before getting sent to 

Cremieux’s Headquarters in Soho, NY.

The blazer is 100% Wool Flannel 
Hopsack which is extremely comfortable.
The modern fit of the blazer along with 

the unlined soft shoulders, the open 
buttonholes at the sleeves and the two 

seat vents at the back allow the wearer to 
be comfortable even while layering the 

blazer under a winter coat.

The Throat Latch is a signature Cremieux 
detail. This detail exemplifies the 

maticulousness of Cremieux’s design style, 
as other contemporary jackets are lacking 

in this detail. With the three patch pockets 
and the anti wrinkles high twisted yarns 
fabrics for ease of travel, this blazer was 

designed with you in mind. 

THE  
FREETIME 

BLAZER

FEATURED ITEM

One of Cremieux’s signature pieces, the Freetime Blazer,  
is our first featured item of this collection.

Read about the Freetime Blazer below!
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The Cremieux Guide to Layering Outerwear

Arguably the best part of the colder months is the  
ability to don beautifully crafted jackets.  

This season’s collection has essential outerwear for  
the cold weather for any style and every occasion.

Below, discover some of Cremieux’s luxurious outerwear 
and some ways we chose to style these incredible pieces.

Ech: 1/1 (mm)

Silver Label

SUIT ANATOMYOUTERWEAR

65 Mercer St.New York NY

13 14

Silver Label One Piece Dom Shirt
The luxurious 100% Superfine Cotton Blue 
Royal Oxford shirt is the perfect shirt to  
build your wardrobe around.

Suzy Knit Tie and Print Pocket Square
The Silk Knit Tie and Print Pocket Square 
coordinate with a Polka Dot pattern which 
elevates the suit style. Both pieces are made  
of 100% silk which adds luxury to the look.

Silver Label Waistcoat
Made with Vitale Barberis® Canonico  
Tropical 100% Wool made in Porto, Portugal, 
this waistcoat is a perfect addition to the suit.

Freetime Jacket
The jacket has a modern fit with an  
unlined shoulder. Patch front pockets  
and patch chest pocket add interesting  
detail to the jacket. Made with luxury  
Italian fabric, this jacket is essential for  
sharp dressed gentlemen.

Leather Belt
This  leather belt is made of 100% genuine 
leather which no suit is complete without.  
The belt is another accessory that enhances  
the overall style of the outfit.

Cezare Pant
These flat-front dress pants in a modern fit are 
half lined to the knee with thet added detail of 
braces buttons.

Daniel Cremieux Silver Label Suit

Cremieux’s complete Three Piece Suit set is ideal for any 
 formal occasion. Made with luxurious Italian fabric and  

tailored in Portugal, the Silver Label suit is a perfect 
addition to any gentelman’s wardrobe.

The Stormy Trench

The Stormy Trench is a Cotton/PU 
blend that features windproof and water 
resistant properties to ensure its wearer 

comfort during harsh weather.  
The coat is a shorter length than  

other trench coats and features a back 
vent for added comfort

The Grove Vest, gives added texture 
and warmth. The vest is reversable 

and attaches to the interior of coat for 
comfort. Style it with a scarf for the 

perfect cold weather look.

Packable Down Jacket

This nylon jacket filled with down allows 
the wearer to remain super warm during 
the cold months. The outer shell features  

a blackwatch print with detail lining.
The jacket can be packed into the hood 

for ease of storage and travel.

The jacket is the centerpiece of this look 
so we paired it with an understaded 
sweater on top of a plain white tee. 

Berra Overcoat

This medium length overcoat is fitted to 
give a well-defined silhouette. Made with 
luxury Loro Piana heavyweight wool, this 

coat is classically styled with two patch 
pockets and a chest welt.

The coat was styled over a simple  
sweatshirt and tee. The overcoat gives  

an understated elegance to an  
otherwise simple outfit.

Wool Peacoat

This peacoat represents the perfect  
modern addition to a classic style.  

The heavyweight double breast peacoat  
is classically styled with some 

button flap pockets and chest hand 
warmer pockets. The stripe design 
 on the coat is the perfect detail to  

update this classic piece.

By combining the striking red of the  
coat with a subtle shade on the shirt,  

this outfit is an example of  
perfect color coordination

Our Daniel Cremieux Silver Label collection  
presents exceptional luxury suits, jackets,  

pants and shirts. The highest quality fabrics and  
artisan handcraftmanship make these sumptuous  

garments of Cremieux’s top drawer line. 
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SILVER LABELMERCER STREET
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INTERVIEW
with

The Preppy Club: You have worked on over 
3,000 projects since 1995. How did your story 
start with Cremieux?
L: About 20 years ago I hired a friend of the Cremieux 
family as a junior architect. He introduced me to Daniel 
and his wife, Gene, who were willing to refit their flagship 
in Paris. They loved the first ideas I suggested when we 
met, and that is how it all started. The new flagship was a 
success and we started to develop a new concept all over 
the planet.

TPC: What is the first feeling you want to 
convey to a customer when entering into a 
Cremieux shop for the first time?
L: I want everyone who steps into a Cremieux shop to be 
immediately filled by a feeling of comfort, elegance and 
a love of things well made. I want the shop to reflect the 
very essence of Cremieux’ products and the attention to 
unseen details that make them special.

TPC: Where do you find inspiration when  you 
start working on a new project?
L: I love traveling all the over the world, impregnating 
myself with trends that I thoroughly split up, in order  
to only keep the substance that I can introduce to  
the spirit of the brand.

TPC: What is the most interesting part of  
being an architect?
L: Being able to reinvent myself each time I meet a  
new client or a new challenge. I’m no one-shot-architect; 
I love long and focused discussion with my clients to 
understand all of their needs and expectations to translate 
them into design. I love long term partnerships that allow 
me to reinvent the brand’s concept as long as the product 
itself evolves across time.

TPC: How would you describe your day-to-day 
outfit choice?
L: Casual classicism, based on navy blue, mixing over 
dyed jeans with light-blue shirt and fine shoes: beautiful 
fabrics and sophisticated accessories are key.

TPC: In your opinion, what is Cremieux’ 
“must-have” item?
L: A beautiful piece of tweed. Cremieux’ clothing  
have a French classical impertinence that’s has nothing 
to compare with English bold eccentricity. Everything 
is subtle and discreet, which makes Cremieux products 
extremely elegant.

TPC: Where in Paris do you enjoy shopping in?
L: This is a difficult question! We have so many options... 
However, I think that the “Haut-Marais” district lately 
became the place where most new trends and promising 
designers express their creativity.

TPC: What area in Paris do you think is the 
most architecturally impressive?
L: Another difficult question, since I was born and raised 
in Paris and am really fond of the whole city. I think Paris’ 
beauty comes from its architectural unity where lots of 
details make every building special.

TPC: Can you define the typical Parisian
Hausmannian architecture?
L: Hausmannian architecture is a French classicism 
twisted by the Second French Empire exuberant spirit – 
classical order mixed with fantasy details.

TPC: What is your favorite monument in Paris?
L: It’s not really a monument, but more an arrangement 
of buildings, monuments and landscape: la Place de la 
Concorde. Its impressive perspective can be perceived 
from almost all points of the square. Paris is one of few 
major cities in the world offering so many perfectly 
designed perspectives. This is why it looks much bigger 
than it is indeed.

TPC: Your most used French word?
L: “On y va!” Let’s go! I’m an enthusiastic person, a go-
getter, always excited by new projects and challenges.

INTERVIEWEE

LAURENT CROISSANDEAU

FRENCH ARCHITECT AND THE MIND 
BEHIND ALL OF  THE CREMIEUX STORES

INTERVIEW
with

LAURENT CROISSANDEAU

“  A  TA S T E  O F  F R A N C E  ”
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INTERVIEW
with

The Preppy Club: Accustomed walkers of this 
area enjoy a gourmet break on the terrace of 
Bar de la Croix Rouge. Saint-Germain-des-Prés 
is an amazing location. 

TPC: Will you tell us more about it?
G: This is the place where everyone meets from city 
cleaners, cab drivers, CEOs, writers and artists. We’ve 
been able to welcome some American famous actors 
a few times – Dustin Hoffman, Jack Nicholson and 
Sharon Stone to name just a few!

TPC: What is the specialty of the “Bar de la 
Croix Rouge”?
G: Our specialty is poâlane bread that is toasted with a 
mayo beef, salmon and tuna carpaccio! We serve it with 
home-made foie gras made my mother. You just can not 
resist this delicacy! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

TPC: In a few words, could you describe the 
Saint-Germain-Des-Prés area to our readers?
G: St Germain is the real heart of Paris with a lot of 
masterpieces. A lot of incredible stories were born here 
even before Sartre, Camus and all the existentialist 
writers who made it famous. Saint-Germain represents 
the most incredible artistic melting pot of the world. 

TPC: How do you spend your free time?
G: I do a lot of sport and activity so I can look sharp in 
my Cremieux outfit. I am also a big fan of the movies!
Last but not least, I love to go to lunch with my children 
as often as I could: it’s mandatory!

TPC: What is your favorite day-to-day outfit? 
G: I will say the same as I am wearing today – a Cremieux 
blazer and crisp shirt.

TPC: Finish the sentence :  
“Parisian are very _____”
G: It depends on the weather! (laugh) Let’s just say  
that every time the sun is shining, Parisians are  
smiling and outgoing!

 
 
 
 

TPC: You are familiar with our brand for a long 
time. Tell us more about your first purchase in a 
Daniel Cremieux store.
G: I had a crush on a chino pant and a Silver Label jacket. 
Now, my wardrobe is full of Cremieux. It was love at first 
sight and it’s been a thirty-year-old love story now!

TPC: How would you define the Daniel Cremieux 
essentials?
G: The colors, the fabric and the extraordinary fit with 
Napoletana shoulders make up Cremieux! You will not 
find such quality elsewhere! 

TPC: What would be your “must-haves” fashion 
items from Cremieux this Winter?
G: Definitely all the Loro Piana® cashmeres – the softest 
ones I have ever touched!

TPC: What is one of your mandatory accessories?
G: I would say a nice pair of sunglasses for a stylish ski 
session at Courchevel!
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INTERVIEW
with

The Preppy Club: You have been working for 
several years for La Boule Obut, the leader in 
manufacturing pétanque balls. Pétanque is a 
team-friendly game popular in south of France, 
played with iron balls. Daniel and Stephane 
Cremieux were born in Marseille in the South 
Of France. The first store of Cremieux open 
in Saint-Tropez in 1976 where people play 
Petanque at the “aperitif” on the famous Place 
Des Lices. This year, Cremieux collaborated 
with Obut to launch a limited edition set of 
pétanque balls! 
 
TPC: How did your Cremieux story start?
Jean-Michel: I met Caroline (Cremieux’s Marketing 
Manager) during a cocktail at the luxury fair in Paris. 
During a very friendly moment when we talked about 
our companies and realized a collaboration would be a 
great idea. Because of that, the first Cremieux x Obut 
Petanque set  was born!

TPC: Why is Obut different?
J: Obut has technological knowledge that is 
unparalleled in the péntanque industry. Our family 
company evolved during these last years and we 
have enhanced our manufacturing techniques. The 
manufacturing of our pétanque balls is the result of 
an high-end industrialized process and intense quality 
control provides outstanding quality.

TPC: When was the first time you played 
Pétanque?
J: Growing up in the south of France, I have spent my 
childhood playing pétanque in family. I was playing 
with my father AND my grandfather. 3 generations 
gathered around the same game!

TPC: What are the core values of Pétanque?
J: Conviviality, sharing, respect, friendship, and good 
spirit. Pétanque is like a ray of sunshine in your day!

TPC: Why are people crazy about Obut?
J: Beyond just the conception and distribution of our 
products, we are very careful with our costumers needs 
and desires. When you think about pétanque, you think 
directly about Obut!

TPC: Where is your favorite place to play 
Pétanque with friends?
J: Our motto is #pétanqueverywhere.

TPC: What would be the best outfit to play 
pétanque with style?
J: Pétanque is all about freedom, so you can choose to 
dress from anywhere between very-formal and casual, 
however you prefer!

TPC: What are the 3 mandatory ingredients 
when playing pétanque?
J: Friendliness, sun and good vibes!

TPC: What would be your favorite piece at 
Cremieux?
J: The Cremieux x Obut Pétanque set, of course!

JEAN–MICHEL BOURRAT GERARD PAGANUCCI

DIRECTOR OF  EXPORT & 
INTERNATIONAL SALES  AT OBUT

OWNER OF  THE FAMOUS “BAR DE  LA CROIX 
ROUGE”  IN  SAINT-GERMAIN-DES -PRéS
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A  C L A S S I C  P I E C E  W I T H  A  M O D E R N  T W I S T

THE DENIM 
JACKET

The Cremieux Denim Jacket is a staple  
for the colder months and both  

the Fall and Winter seasons. 
The versatility of the Denim Jacket allows  

it to be layered in a vast range of styles, from  
ultra-casual with jeans to a little more formal of 

an outfit paired with a tie and blazer.

20

DENIM JACKETFALL/WINTER FEATURE

WAYS TO WEAR IT

D R E S S E D – U P 
D E N I M

D E N I M 
O U T E R W E A R

Style the Denim Jacket with a scarf for an effortless  
and casual Autumn look. This look is simple and 

understated and allows the jacket to be  
the centerpiece of the outfit.

The scarf is also a Cremieux Fall / Winter must-have.  
With the double sided pattern, this scarf  

completes any cold weather look.

For a more dressy look, pair the Denim Jacket 
with a stylish blazer. The blazer gives the jacket a  

more formal look when layering this piece. 

This well coordinated look is enhanced by the  
Daniel Cremieux 100% Silk Tie which adds a 

surprising classiness to the Denim Jacket. 
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THE BRAND AMBASSADORS

5 M I N U T E S
W I T H
YA N N

&
T H O M A S

TPC: What is the difference between Parisian 
style and NYC style? 
Y: Parisian fashion style is more refined and tasteful 
than the NYC style but both are really similar –  
hipsters rule the world, right?

TPC: What is the best part of being a model?
Y: Traveling and meeting different people from all 
around the world.

TPC: Fill the sentence “Always with...”?
Y: My iPhone for sure.

TPC: What is your favorite shopping 
destination?
Y: I like the ASOS website because you always find 
something and I’m a fan of KITH in NYC.

TPC: What  do you consider to be a mandatory 
fashion accessory?
Y: Shoes!! They define your style before any other article 
of clothing.

TPC: What would be your Cremieux 
masterpiece?
Y: A beautiful blazer of course

TPC: Define Cremieux’s style in tree words? 
Y: Elegant, original and preppy

TPC: The trendiest color of this Winter?
Y: Burgundy color

TPC: What would be the recipe for a long 
career in modeling? 
Y: Always be professional, a healthy food and a lot of 
exercises. Also, improve your portfolio as much as you 
can, get new materials with good photographers and 
grow over time. 

YANN ROLLET WILLIAM ROOTPETER

TPC: What is your first thought when you wake 
up in the morning?
W: Waking up in NYC feels pretty much blessed, 
especially since no one here ever takes the time to sleep. 
I like to wake up and meditate about my dreams before 
rushing to read my emails and heading to class.

TPC: What is your favorite spot in NYC?
W: Anywhere close to the water. It could be the walks 
by the Hudson river or a lake in central park. I love 
Peter Lugue, because it is the first restaurant I went 
when I moved to NYC, or this hidden restaurant called 
‘’Please Don’t Tell’’ where you have to enter it via a 
secret fake phone booth.

TPC: Where do you find inspiration?
W: Definitely on the virtual world! I literally have all 
what inspires me by my fingerprint now in terms of 
visual arts, but in life my family is what inspires me the 
most I figured recently. They are always in the back of 
my head for any big decisions in my life.

TPC: What is your favorite song of the 
moment?
W: Candles by Daughter. I met Elena Tonra during her 
concert at the last Panorama festival and got the chance 
to thank her personally for making music that instantly 
puts you in the zone.

TPC: What’s your favorite place to get drinks? 
W: The Dead Rabbit and Cruel Intentions.

TPC: What’s your favorite fashion accessory?
W: My favorite fashion accessory must be a very good 
selfie stick i think, or a very nice hat. Like honestly, who 
needs pants when you have a nice hat?

TPC: What’s  your must-have fashion 
accessory?
W: Glasses, or sunglasses, as they underline your face 
and it can give you a very different style. People will 
look at your face before they look at your shoes. They are 
a very minimalist accessory.

TPC: What’s your favorite Cremieux item from 
the current collection?
W: There is only one item I haven’t got yet: Le Christy’s 
X Cremieux Hoxton Panama hat. I think I would wear 
that to go to work (and probably sleep with it).

Model and actor from the south of France, Yann Rollet is the face of the Cremieux Silver Label  
campaign this Winter. Passionate about art, fashion and style, Yann has nine lives just like cats.  

5 minutes is too short time to spend with him, but challenge accepted!

Business student, actor, Instagrammer and fashion influencer, William is a multi-faceted millennial we love!  
From Paris to Berlin and now in New York, you may meet him around our Cremieux store in Soho,  

seeking fashion inspiration. We got a chance to discover this lively character!
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THE BRAND AMBASSADORS
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MUST-HAVE 
ITEMS

FALL / WINTER
2016
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ACCESSORIES
MUST HAVE

PATTERN SHIRTS

100% SILK KNIT TIES

These neutral patterned shirts are 
 layering essentials during the Fall and Winter.

These Knit Ties, which are 100% silk,
add the perfect texture to any outfit.

SCARVES

Double-Sided Cremieux Scarves let you  
stay fashionable in even during the coldest nights.
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DESTINATIONS

Café Pouchkine

64 Boulevard Haussmann, 75008 Paris

Russ and Daughters

1109 5th Ave, New York, NY 10128Ritz

15 Place Vendôme, 75001 Paris  20 E 60th St, New York, NY 10022

PHOTO: CAFE POUCHKINE PHOTO: RUSS AND DAUGHTERS AT THE JEWISH MUSEUM

PHOTO: THE NEW YORK TIMES PHOTO: LE BILBOQUET
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DESTINATIONS



CREMIEUX HEADQUARTERS
166 Suite 6A Mercer St New York, NY 10012 

+1 917 512 6916

CREMIEUX SOHO NYC
65 Mercer St New York, NY 10012

+1 212 343 3838

PARIS
185 Blvd St. Germain 75007 Paris

+33 42 22 01 45

SAINT-TROPEZ
101 Passage du Port 83990 Saint Tropez 

+33 4 94 97 24 44

AIX-EN-PROVENCE
9 rue Thiers 13100 Aix-en-Provence

+33 4 42 22 95 63

MARBELLA
Paseo Ribera Bloc L Planta Baja Gate 22 29660 Puerto Banus

+34 95 2812978

MADRID
Calle Velasquez 20 28001 Madrid

+34 915 779 281

PRAGUE
Shopping Gallery MYSLBEK

Na Příkopě 19/21, Praha 1

TAICHUNG
No.251, Sec. 3, Taiwan Blvd. Xitun Dist.  

Taichung City 407, Taiwan

TAIPEI
6F, No. 3000 Sec 3, Zhongxiao E. Rd, 

Da’an Dist, Taipei City 106, Taiwan

DA N I E LC R E M I E U X . C O M

@cremieux38

WE’RE OPEN
Come on in...


